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former. We do not Uke kindly to Ac idea Aat- 
the simple style should have developed free the 
caricature. Just so, the rows of teeth of mon
keys, including those of man, give the impression 
of a simple temple of noble style, in which every
thing is developed in conformity with a definite 
and uniform system. But the teeth of a rabbit,, 
of a horse, and even those of a cat, appear to tm 
like a caricatured variation of that simple styler 
going to excess here, falling short there.

Of conrse, the opposite idea that all these other 
groups of mammals should have developed from 
monkeys is equally improbable. The simplest 
historical premises oppose such an idea. Neither 
do the remains of bones of primitive animals 
teach us that there were at a certain period, first, 
let us say, ruminants, later on, perhaps rodents, 
then carnivora and finally monkeys. Nor do 
thfev show that there were at first no other higher 
mammals than monkeys, and then in successive

W e rather re-

ti,-:*! No VI stant characteristic. So far as we can judge^
— . , from fossil remains of bones, genuine long-tailed

[$ft number IV. of this series, it was shewn, uy monkeye> similar to those in present Asia, were
y the evidence of the blood test, that the gibbon already in existence in the middle of the Tertiary

monkev a member of the group of anthropoid period, in which both man and anthropqid apes
___  ’ tk, nearest in blood relationship to man. were found. One species, Mesopi thecas, lived
apes, wse the nearest in mooa re.auouMiip ■« in t numbers in Greece, where many bones
ÎB that no ill-effects resulted from the jinnoeu a t}iem have been found. This Grecian monkey
tion of the gibbon with the blood of the former. had a very long tail. At the same time the form

In No. V. last issue, other evidence was advanced pf nose and the position of its eyes gave it a
to supplement the above appearance of close re- greater resemblance to the human being than any
lstionship between man and the apes, and more of the present long-tailed monkeys have. On
especially the gibbon. This animal hps the common the other hand, the light-hearted crowd of long-
faculties with man of being able to sing the music tailed monkeys has developed many chaneetens-
of the scale, and, when on tho ground of walking tics which tend toward a direction leading away 
habitually upright on his two legs. In other res- from man. There are. so to say, one-sidedly
pects, however, other members of the anthropoid hestiaHzed forms, an extreme exaggeration of
apes bear a closer resemblance to man than the which is the baboon family, for instance, the
gibbon so that it seems feasible to conclude that grotesque mandril. The conclusion is inevita-
they are all, including man, closely related to the hle th,t once again, at this point, a line of descent
archetype for which we *are loosing, thougü none originally close to* man has gradually deviated
of then representing the thorough bred type. The into a bypath and produced many varieties of
probability of this relationship m reduced to al- monkeys now living in Asia and Africa. There-
most a certamty by a consideration oi the biogene- f0re we should once more have to assume the
tic law This law is, that young animals frequent- existence of an archetype out of which de
fy resemble the ancestors of their whole race more veloped. on the one hand, the original ancestor 
nearly than the adult animals. A great number o{ man »nd of the anthropoid apes, and, on the 
of higher animals assume again in the egg, or m other, that Grecian Mesopithecus and the many 
the mother’s womb, certain forms which we meet sidc lines of African and Asian long-tailed mon-, 
on a much lower and more ancient plane. Thus keyS. Of course, this archetype would have to
tile arms of the gibbon are immensely long in the be ^ju a great deal more ancient than Ae pre
adult but in its mother's womb they are of the Peding one. It might have existed as^ early as
sme* proportions as those of the young of the the first third" of the Tertiary period By its ex-
human being. This, if the law is correct, would ternal chart et eristics, we should certaiqjy have
show that the ancestors of the gibbon, millions classed it among the genuine monkeys, and oid>
of years ago, did not possess its present long a fe« slight anatomical marks would have be-
gnider-like arms. It was also pointed out that trayed to the expert that he was not dealing with
the child of the human, when in the first stages a monkev of later descent, but with one in which,
in the womb, is completely covered with thick w t0 sav. the third generation of coming
woolly hair, much as the monkey tribe is today. was still concealed- 

Professor Bolsche continues the discussion this 
issue on the archetype of the anthropoids and 
i»«n who must have had, at least, a very close 
resemblance to the Pithecanthropus or monkey- 

of Trim!, in the structure of his skull and
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periods ruminants, rodents, etf. 
ceive the impression that all of these groups ap
peared simultaneously at a certain, period.

Now it is precisely the progress in our know
ledge of extinct mammals which succeeded finally 
in leading us out of this labyrinth of contradic
tory assumptions.

All those groups of mammals still appeared in 
the first third of the Tertiary period, the so- 
caHed Eocene period, to which we have re
peatedly referred. Monkeys, as we have seen,

among theyi. Hence, if we desire to learn 
about the origin of these things, we must 

steps further back, say to the beginning 
of this Eocene period.

I .
«

were 
more 
trace our

Now we have found in two places far distant 
from one another—in France near L’eruays in the 
vicinity of Reims, and in North America in New 
Mexico—the bones of certain extremely old

jüvœrjjs: rMj
of the Tertiary period. They were daeovered- ^ fiSeJental structure. They show a re-
by the Spanish explorer Ameghino m Patagonia, mal-kable row of teeth without extremes, or can-
the extreme end of South America, and were eatmT<i exaggerations, and the present monkey

. concealed in a layer of rock which bum* have and human teeth are easily derived from them,
question. v\Nhat is the been developed toward the end of that first third furthermore, these skeletons have four feet, or

of that archetype? In what other 0f the Tertiary period. We call this first third rather four hands. with five regular fingers.
can we trace him further back? In the the •’Eocene” period, or in Engtirii, *e daw^ among them one very flexible thumb. This is

disguise ean we trace *«“ i followed by the, mb* recent period. When Ameghmo first ^ verv-g0„d prototype of the monkey and
^lem, the four anthropoid ap<* analyzed one of these Patagonian monkey skulls, humafi han(j which is so widely different from
the rest of the monkeys. This class •**“ it conjured up to his imagination the ghost of a f h lioti or from the shin and hoof
«te of at least three grcat groups yyhieh d^er ^ Jg, ^ ^ that he called it “Homan- pla’e of nails? these five fingers
from one aJw>ther , ^T-a and Africa ^roelTeulL,” but it seems that after all _this resem^ had an indefinite sort of thing, halt way between 

Mseaeu™0 baboons^eU-., whu-h \lTlmen7n thTc^puehin type, * ^‘aSthiiJ^ «7^^“ ^ hoof,

£S^ 'iL'ZS Xy':» W siît-,he -ot * ^or *
h anj the b.nv^ ‘ rfr ihirA011!^ rey present Capuchin monkey is in many respects, ()n ^ side these animai8 show the be-

he mentioned as a type. The t rd, , nhysieallv and mentally, man-like. It also has .. . f rt in divergences in the structure
Strieted to Amenea eompn.ses a «nsJl number with the gibbon, and thus to Ac ^ Some ofTem have more of Ae
Of little monkeys, having claws- instead -M ualte ** Pithecanthropus kind. Thus, oithor bones, borne oi others of
<Ul most of their fingers and toes and resembling ^ny rtings favor the more recent assumption n^CDt\ J^^LTch^er. There is

æizzwzræftrxïz m£,\Aem the next lower stage marmosets must be eliminated fro» 'ourMme of of monUc^ have resembled the original an-
deseent and regarded as a dde line. Most likely oestor the structure of teeth-tod ton* sM
they are a one-sided adaptation to special eon- mURt have been a straight eontiou^ion_of its 
dirions in South America. -y .* evolution in the best sense of the wird. T»* to-

But now that we have gotteh ao far. Acre can , pIains why man and monkey, who to tins ^day 
be no doubt as to the next question.. If man ean possess Ae sipiple normal teeA and t|le ,p.. ,
be traced so far back in monkeydom, he ean net tive hand, give Ae impression, now Aat the an-
but share all the vicissitudes of monkey Me fw- ôant group of ancestors has long become

of monkeys, Aat is at Ae same time the tarn of iety extreme cancaturw of Ae archetype,
man’s development. The prototype of monkeys F^Hhennore, Ae daim Aat Ae monkeys were 
is also that of i*an. ’ . really a side line of titat ^

________ _ | once upon a time a eer- jhe conventional system of mammals proceeds and the most dii»** side tine tnat,,
tain ancestor who had an extemally vieible long a]oQg a greet downward scale. First we, have tiated hy a stul^ ® M we gtifl observe
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Eveç the very first experts who described the 
ôbbon noticed that Ais same gibbon, aside from 

resemblances i to Ae oAer anthropoid 
_______himself, also had certain other

TSOttZS «Æ.
monkeys. These characters could be inherited 

aretotype. and Ais type mg»n
___________ __ j inherited Aem from some still
dfcr typé, which had a general and mm* ***** 

^ «r resemblance to Ae majority of Ae other mon-

<$:y.B
hie strong 
apes and to manP
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